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Junos CookbookO'Reilly, 2006
The Juniper Networks routing platforms are becoming the go-to solution for core, edge, metro and remote office networks, and JUNOS software is behind it all.  The operating system is so full of industrial-strength routing protocols and IP innovations that those treading into the world of JUNOS will need clarification,...
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The DevOps 2.1 Toolkit: Docker Swarm: Building, testing, deploying, and monitoring services inside Docker Swarm clusters (The DevOps Toolkit Series) (Volume 2)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	The book envelops all aspects of building, testing, deploying, and monitoring services inside Docker Swarm clusters. We'll go through all the tools required for running a cluster. We'll go through the whole process with clusters running locally on a laptop. Once we are confident with the outcome, we'll translate the experience to...
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The Heartland: An American HistoryPenguin Press, 2019

	A history of a quintessentially American place--the rural and small town heartland--that uncovers deep yet hidden currents of connection with the world.

	

	When Kristin L. Hoganson arrived in Champaign, Illinois, after teaching at Harvard, studying at Yale, and living in the D.C. metro area with various stints overseas,...
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Broadband Services: Business Models and Technologies for Community NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Ubiquitous access to the internet is essential to prevent the deepening of modern society’s ‘digital divide’.
    Remote communities are at a disadvantage when it comes to seeking better education, better jobs, and higher levels of civic participation. Governments around the world have recognised the damage...
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Optical WDM Networks (Optical Networks)Springer, 2006
Before discussing the book's topic, intended audience, etc., we remark that another book, entitled Optical Communication Networks, was published by the same author in 1997. Eight years is a long time in our fast-moving field. Relative to the old book, a brief outline of the new materials in the new book is provided below, followed by brief...
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WiMAX Handbook (McGraw-Hill Communications)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Get a thorough introduction to WiMAX--the revolutionary new 802.16 IEEE standard for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wireless broadband access. Written by networking expert Frank Ohrtman, this detailed guide annotates the 802.16 specification and explains how to design and build a robust, reliable, and secure WiMAX network that takes full...
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Network Infrastructure and Architecture: Designing High-Availability NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A Comprehensive, Thorough Introduction to High-Speed Networking Technologies and Protocols
Network Infrastructure and Architecture: Designing High-Availability Networks takes a unique approach to the subject by covering the ideas underlying networks, the architecture of the network elements, and the implementation of these elements in optical...
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Optical Fiber Telecommunications V B, Fifth Edition: Systems and Networks (Optics and Photonics Series)Academic Press, 2008
Optical Fiber Telecommunications V (A&B) is the fifth in a series that has chronicled the progress in the research and development of lightwave communications since the early 1970s. Written by active authorities from academia and industry, this edition not only brings a fresh look to many essential topics but also focuses on network...
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Stochastic Network Calculus (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
Network calculus, a theory dealing with queuing systems found in computer networks, focuses on performance guarantees. The development of an information theory for stochastic service-guarantee analysis has been identified as a grand challenge for future networking research. Towards that end, stochastic network calculus, the probabilistic version or...
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Pro WPF 4.5 in C#: Windows Presentation Foundation in .NET 4.5Apress, 2012

	The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a modern graphical display system for Windows. It’s a

	radical change from the technologies that came before it, with innovative features such as built-in

	hardware acceleration and resolution independence, both of which you’ll explore in this chapter.





	WPF is the...
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Pro WPF 4.5 in VB: Windows Presentation Foundation in .NET 4.5Apress, 2012


	The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a modern graphical display system for Windows. It’s a radical change

	from the technologies that came before it, with innovative features such as built-in hardware acceleration and

	resolution independence, both of which you’ll explore in this chapter.





	WPF is the...
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Fault-Tolerant IP and MPLS NetworksCisco Press, 2004
In the wake of increased traffic, today's service providers and enterprises must assure high availability across a variety of networked services and applications. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is the enabling technology for the widespread deployment of IP networks in core and Metro Ethernet applications. Many service...
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